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I’m still fascinated by the way a task may seem 
daunting at fi rst, but once it lies behind you, it 
doesn’t feel like it has been so hard after all. Th is 
is surely due in part to selective memory, but also 
due to all the help you have gotten along the way. 
It has been so with this thesis, and what remains 
for me to do is to say my thanks to everyone who 
contributed in any way.

 Joining Bas’s lab for my PhD was a precision land-
ing. Not so much in what concerns timing (I had 
been working 1.5 years as a technician before), 
but in terms of topics, environment and what I 
wanted to learn. Bas, with your optimism, critical 
approach, openness towards even what I thought 
of as the competition and constant supply of ideas, 
I learned a lot about how to do science in a way 
that is both successful and fun. You always gave me 
a lot of freedom which taught me to be increasing-
ly self-suffi  cient, yet I could always count on your 
support when necessary. I enjoyed it a great deal.

I’d also like to thank my promoter Maarten and my 
PhD committee for good advice and an unbureau-
cratic approach over the years.

I’ve watched Bas’s lab grow in time, but have always 
found it an enjoyable environment to work in. I’ve 
been surrounded by friendly, good-natured, bright 
people, but most importantly, there have always 
been colleagues willing and enjoying to discuss 
and re-discuss. 

Many thanks to the van Steenseltjes roughly in 
order of (dis)appearance: 

Frauke, you were my fi rst docking point in the lab 
as a fellow German speaker, you showed me the 
ropes and shared your experience about life in 
Holland. It was great to have you as an offi  ce mate 
and discussion partner and to witness your work 
ethic and little perks like the cat craze. I hope you’ll 
succeed with what you want to do. I still haven’t 
read the book though. Wendy, thanks for unwav-
ering attempts to keep the lab organized and get 
all our exotic orders through purchase, and all in 
good humor. 

If I didn’t always react when you read us your 
Mum’s emails or a precious Facebook entry of a 
pregnant friend, it really wasn’t because I wasn’t 
interested. After all, we often did have a good 
laugh. Celine, Martin and Francesco, it was nice 
to share the offi  ce and work together in the lab, 
respectively, with your good spirits. Lars, your nice 
work kick-started a whole subsection of the lab. 
Good thing that you often chose the music in the 
lab. Elzo, discussing with you was always insight-
ful, amazing how you simultaneously excelled at 
the computational side and knew all about the 
biology as well. Th anks for all the gifts of vanilla 
sugar bags. Another prime scientifi c sparring 
partner was Maartje, plus you were the fi rst to go 
out with me and a big instigator in discovering 
some pretty cool Amsterdam night life, special 
thanks for that. I enjoyed your straightforward-
ness and relentless humor both on and off  work. 
Daan, the ‘most senior’ PhD student in the lab, 
you had to stomach your share of bad luck over 
time and it is great that it’s all working out fi ne in 
the end. Th ere are rumors that you have read (and 
remember) every paper in the fi eld, it happened 
more than once that you dipped my nose on one 
I should have read. Still wondering if you’ll fi nally 
use all that knowledge to take over the world as 
planned. Ludo, your initiative in disseminating in-
formatics knowledge and in running the next gen 
sequencing discussions has been a strong addition. 
Amazing how you instantaneously comprehend 
vague Biologist’s informatics requests uttered in 
faux Dutch and create something useful. Equally 
competent but more easily audible bioinformati-
cian Wouter, thanks to you I got to know some 
acquired taste types of humor as well as how to 
avoid pitfalls when deriving signifi cance from 
randomization. Let’s hope you never learn German 
well enough to be understood by Germans. Joke, 
I appreciated the many discussions, I think we 
might have both learned a bit from each other. I 
could defi nitely use a piece of your heads-on at-
titude and organizational skills. Until today I regret 
that I missed the only opportunity to witness you 
on the Rhönrad. Katy, it’s been fun sharing a bench. 
Th anks for help and advice with my new/your 
old project as well as many enjoyable occasions 
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outside the lab, frequently involving gorgeous food 
and a few cool drinks. Jop, it’s always interesting 
what you’re going to come up with next, like the 
rat memory project that unfortunately didn’t 
get off  the ground. Sorry I spread the word that 
you’re the ChIP expert. Alex, thanks for coming 
round with useful information time and time again 
without even being asked. Your project is demand-
ing, but I’m really looking forward to seeing the 
outcome. Guillaume, you have raised the level of 
discussion in some respects with your intelligence 
and radical criticism, not stopping from re-evalu-
ating even ideas in the lab that have been so long 
accepted they achieved holy cow status. I really 
enjoyed working with you and Joke on the colors 
story. Th anks for always taking the time to discuss, 
and for agreeing to be ‘paranimf’. Dominika, you’ll 
see that after some disappointments it’s only 
sweeter once things work. Th ose rose oil cookies 
have helped me through some dreadful mornings. 
Arantxa, glad you joined the lab and contribute to 
a friendly and open atmosphere. And fi nally Mario: 
I’ll enjoy watching as you drink your lunch milk 
and eat your bread with gingerbread a year from 
now. Th anks for some critical discussions right 
from the start. 

I tasked several members of the van Steensel lab 
with critical reading of various parts of this thesis. 
Extra thanks for that to Joke, Guillaume, Ludo, 
Alex, Jop and Wendy.

In my fi ve years at the NKI, the lab moved between 
divisions twice, and so I’ve gotten to know a 
number of people who have been helpful in many 
diff erent ways. I’d like to thank our various secre-
taries, Th ea, Tom, and Suzanne, for making our 
lives easier. So did the colleagues of our effi  cient 
microarray and sequencing facility, especially Ron, 
Mike, Wim, Marja and Arno, as well as Lauran and 
Lenny who run the digital microscopy facility in 
such a competent and helpful manner. Th anks to 
Bas T. for good cooperation with maintaining the 
fl y lab. Very helpful again and again were subscrib-
ers to the labhelp mailing list, thanks to all. 

At the lab’s current location on B4, I’d like to 
acknowledge everyone for creating a productive 
and fun atmosphere in spite of diff ering organiza-
tional paradigms and musical preferences. Special 
thanks to Maarten F. and Fred for critical input and 
discussion, Bernike for exchange of fl y materials, 
Mariette for effi  cient organization, and Joachim for 
the regular Gummbah mailings. 

Everyone works better when they’re having fun. 
Th erefore: thanks to everybody who helped creat-
ing an enjoyable environment. Kitty, I had a great 
time in Stockholm and often ever since. Fra, those 
pep talks were really helpful sometimes. I appreci-
ated Eitan being a steady source of scientifi c ques-
tions, coff ee and whisky and a sink for Austrian 
food. Petra, I really enjoyed the international 
dinners. And cheers to the borrelcommissie, be 
assured that your voluntarism is appreciated.

Outside the NKI: I immediately picked up vol-
leyball again upon arrival in the Netherlands, 
and those Friday nights were really necessary to 
compensate for the rest of my rather sedentary 
existence. Th anks for the fun guys, I hope I didn’t 
bore you too often with work talk. I know that 
keeping in contact with me hasn’t always been 
easy, neither for new friends and especially not for 
old ones. To all those who made the eff ort anyway: 
thank you!

Very special thanks are due to my family who are 
a lovely bunch. It has always been great to come 
back home, you’ve hosted and entertained us, and 
you always showed interest in my work. Georg, 
thanks for doing the ‘paranimf’ thing. My mother 
and father, it was all due to you that I could get 
where I am today. You have always supported me 
in all respects. 

Finally, Sascha. After moving abroad with me, you 
had to put up with long and irregular working 
hours, frustration-related moodiness, and yet 
there you are hacking away at the layout of this 
thesis. I’m only starting to understand what I have 
in you, I’m glad you’re in my life.
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